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MyScienceWork & ORCID Partnership
Researchers are able to link their ORCID ID to MyScienceWork Account
PARIS, France, 27 February 2018 - MyScienceWork is very pleased to announce a meaningful partnership for the
MyScienceWork Community: all members can link their ORCID record to their MyScienceWork account to gain
time and visibility in the research world. New members can also create a MyScienceWork account directly with
their ORCID ID in no time.
A significative feature for all Researchers
“We are pleased to see that MyScienceWork is collecting and displaying authenticated ORCID iDs to uniquely
identify researchers and connect them with their contributions. The MyScienceWork - ORCID integration will save
researchers time by allowing them to import their publications, affiliations and other data from their iDs.
Congratulations to MyScienceWork on their recently launched implementation, which has earned the Connect
level of our Collect & Connect program! “ ,
Gabriela Mejias - ORCID Community Support Specialist, expressed her support for the coordinated approach
to ORCID adoption by MyScienceWork.

“Our partnership with ORCID, further deepens our relationship with the scholarly publishing community. ORCID’s
goal of identifying and connecting researchers to their published work is very important to advance the scholarly
publishing knowledge and cycle. MyScienceWork is looking forward to help with this industry objective!”, states
Virginie Simon, Co-Founder & CEO, MyScienceWork.
Which benefits for Researchers ?
By linking ORCID iD to the MyScienceWork account, members grant MySciencework permission to pull the profile
information from the ORCID record into the scientific platform and, most importantly, to load the publications
saved in the ORCID record. This would ensure that information is always up-to-date and fully synchronized.
In concrete terms:
● Linking MyScienceWork accounts with ORCID ID allow them to attach their research to their personal
profile where they can upload research output, patents, videos, abstracts, etc.
● MyScienceWork will use researcher’s ORCID iD to fill automatically the member account.
● Data control: Researchers can control which information will be loaded from the ORCID iD.
● Recurring update: Members can choose the frequency of bots will load automatically new publications
in MyScienceWork database using the ORCID iD.
● Long term benefit: increase the content visibility in order to improve the dissemination rate.
What is happening online?
If the member has already an account

When a member wants to sign in
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About MyScienceWork:
Since 2010, MyScienceWork is the partner of research & innovation Institutes all over the world. MyScienceWork
provides communication services and develop tools that help researchers and their institutions to identify,
manage, analyze, promote and disseminate scholarly outputs toward research stakeholders.
MyScienceWork hosts a community of professional scientists and science enthusiasts from around the world
who use MyScienceWork's open network to deposit and discover scientific publications of all disciplines.
MyScienceWork's comprehensive database includes more than 70 million scientific publications and 12 million
patents. Join us for free.

About ORCID:
ORCID is a not-for-profit organization that provides an identifier for individuals to use with their name as they
engage in research, scholarship, and innovation activities.ORCID provides open tools that enable transparent and
trustworthy connections between researchers, their contributions, and affiliations. This service helps people find
information and to simplify reporting and analysis.
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